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Discover CloudEd.
A simple and effective training 
solution that your team will love.
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CloudEd empowers your team to be 
more successful with less effort 

Drive User 
Productivity

Maximize ROI on 
Software Spend

CloudEd helps your team to 
get the most out of your 
technology investments.

Simplify Digital 
Transformation

Cut Costs on 
IT Support

CloudEd enables you to cut 
help-desk costs and reduce 

ticket and call volumes.

CloudEd empowers your users 
with the skills they need to be 

more productive than ever.

CloudEd unites people and 
knowledge to help users adapt 
to changes in the workplace. 
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Personalized 
Training Portals
Different users on your team 
have different training needs.

With persona driven portals, 
each user is provided with 
training content that is relevant 
to their needs, organizational 
role and your industry.
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Interactive 
Training Courses
CloudEd moves beyond 
ineffective video-only training 
and offers your users the best 
way to learn Office 365.

Our unique Interactive Trainings 
take users through every step 
they need to learn in a controlled 
simulated environment. 
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With structured learning paths, 
CloudEd guides your users 
through every step of their 
learning journey from first steps 
of on-boarding to becoming a 
power user.

The learning paths are based 
on real-life use cases, so your 
users will know exactly what 
features they need in any given 
business scenario. 

Contextual and 
Guided Training 
Scenarios
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Advanced Analytics 
and Reporting 
CloudEd offers robust analytics and 
reporting capabilities which gather 
users’ feedback and track their 
training progress.

All user activities are tracked in the 
platform, enabling you to identify 
effectiveness of the training as well 
as areas where your users may 
require additional help.
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1 according to SyberWorks
2 according to eLearning Industry

Benefits for your organization: Online Training

Instructor-led 
Training ROI

Online training is substantially cheaper than offline 
instructor-led learning and results in higher ROI for 
companies.
45% of US companies that are now using online training 
have seen a decrease in overall training costs2

Typical 
Online Training
1.6 x ROI1

3.4 x ROI
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1 according to Gartner
2 according to Forrester

Benefits for your organization: Self-Service Support

-40%
IT service desk 

workload

Self-service support has the potential 
to resolve around 40% of an average 

IT service desk's workload1

-17%
Support Cost

Self-service support can reduce support 
costs by up to 17% with several self-

service web tickets only costing $0.102
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Contact us today for a free 7-day trial and 
learn how to empower your users with the 

most effective training for Office 365!

headmaster@CloudEdot.com
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